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Prof. Luc van Gool, ETH Zurich, Switzerland 

Luc Van Gool got a degree in electro-mechanical engineering at the Katholieke Universiteit (KU) Leuven in '81. Currently, he 
is a full professor for Computer Vision at the ETH in Zurich and the KU Leuven in Belgium. He leads research and teaches at 
both places. He has authored over 200 papers in his field. His main Research areas are computer vision image understanding, 
visual inspection, robot vision, endoscopy, 3D reconstruction and modeling, technology for cultural heritage and 
archaeology & image processing. 

Title of Talk: ‘Object Referring in Videos’ 

Abstract:  

Increasingly, users and machines will be able to interact by talking about a shared environment.  An example are autonomous cars. Once the goal has been 

determined, this must not mean the car `hijacks' the passenger for the remainder of the ride. Instead, it is important that the  passenger can still change her 

mind and give instructions accordingly. Those will often involve a conversation about the shared, visual reality outside the car. The passenger may e.g. 

request that the car stops for a moment and parks in the shade of a tree, while the passenger runs a  forgotten errand. By far the easiest for the user it to 

then be able to speak to the car, rather  than type in such requests or by running a cursor over the navigation screen. 

 This means that the car understands spatial concepts and identifies the objects the passenger refers to when  talking about the scene. A deep learning 
approach is presented that takes speech, gaze (from  video) and stereo videos of the scene as input, and identifies in the video the object referred  to in the 
speech (using gaze, appearance, depth, and motion information in addition to the  uttered speech). An important part of the work is to try and turn the 
speech into text in the  noisy circumstances imposed by a driving car. Also for this task the shared environment offers the possibility to boost the quality of 
such transcription.  

 

Prof. Shaogang Gong (Sean), Queen Mary University, London, UK 

Shaogang Gong is the Head of the Queen Mary Computer Vision Group, with research interests on computer vision, machine 
learning, and video analysis. He has written two research monographs: Visual Analysis of Behaviour: From Pixels to Semantics 
(2011) and Dynamic Vision: From Images to Face Recognition (2000); edited five books on topics ranging from Person Re-
identification (2014), Video Analytics for Business Intelligence (2012), to Modelling and Analysis of Faces and Gestures (2007, 
2005, 2003); and published over 300 papers. Prof Gong is a Turing Fellow of the Alan Turing Institute of AI and Data Science, 
the UK's national institute for data science and artificial intelligence. 

Title of Talk: ‘People Search’ 

Abstract:  

The amount of video data from urban environments is growing exponentially from 24/7 operating infrastructure cameras, online social media sources, self-

driving cars, and smart city intelligent transportation systems, with 1.4 trillion hours CCTV video in 2017 and growing to 3.3 trillion hours by 2020. The scale 

and diversity of these videos make it very difficult to filter and extract useful information in a timely manner. Finding people and searching for the same 

individuals against a large population of unknowns in urban spaces pose a significant challenge to computer vision and machine learning. Established 

techniques such as face recognition, although successful for document verification in controlled environments and on smart phones, are poor for people 

search in unstructured videos of wide-field views due to low-resolution, motion blur, and a lack of detectable facial imagery in unconstrained scenes. 

 In contrast to face recognition, person re-identification considers pedestrian whole-body appearance matching by exploring clothing characteristics and 
body-part attributes from arbitrary views. In the past decade, significant progresses have been made on person re-identification for matching people in 
increasingly larger scale benchmarks. However, such progresses rely heavily on supervised learning with strong assumptions on both model training and 
testing data being sampled from the same domain, and the availability of pair-wise labelled training data exhaustively sampled for every camera pair in 
each domain. Such assumptions render most existing techniques un-scalable to large scale videos from unknown number of unknown sources. In this talk, I 
will give an overview  
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Prof. Rozenn Dahyot, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland 

Prof. Rozenn Dahyot is Associate Professor in Statistics in the School of Computer Science and Statistics, in Trinity College 
Dublin since 2015. After a PhD in Road scene understanding (1998-2001) in France, she was a Marie Curie Research Fellow 
working on video understanding and restoration in Trinity College Dublin and Cambridge University (2002-05) before joining 
the School of Computer Science and Statistics as a lecturer.  She has been the coordinator of the FP7 European project 
GRAISearch on the Use of Graphics Rendering and Artificial Intelligence for Improved Mobile Search Capabilities (2014-2018) 
and is currently a partner in the H2020 project BonsEyes on Artificial Intelligence Marketplace (2016-19). Since 2014, Prof. 
Dahyot is the President of the Irish Pattern Recognition and Classification Society (iprcs.org) that oversees the yearly 
conference in Ireland on Machine Vision and Image Processing (IMVIP). Currently acting as a Failte Ireland conference 
ambassador, Prof. Dahyot is the main chairperson for the European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO) which takes 
place In Dublin in August 2021. Her research interests are in mathematics and statistics applied to pattern recognition, signal 
processing, computer vision and sensor fusion.  
 

Title of Talk: ‘Sensing & understanding the world with AI’ 

Abstract:  
The increasing availability of large amount of data combined with powerful computing machines explains the current popularity for deep learning algorithms 
for performing signal processing and computer vision tasks. Getting labelled data for supervised learning can however be difficult in some context, and 
synthesised data in simulated environment can provide a cheap alternative for training machine in safe (virtual) environment. We illustrate these recent 
trends AI with examples for image super-resolution & artefact removal, image synthesis, keyword spotting in audio, and object geolocation in street view 
imagery. 

 

Prof. François Brémond, INRIA, Sophia Antipolis, France 

François Brémond is a Research Director at Inria Sophia Antipolis-Méditerranée, where he created the STARS team in 2012. 
He has pioneered the combination of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Computer Vision for Video Understanding 
since 1993 at Sophia-Antipolis. In 1997 he obtained his PhD degree in video understanding and pursued this work at USC, 
LA, on the interpretation of videos taken from UAV (Unmanned Airborne Vehicle). In 2000, recruited as a researcher at 
Inria, he modelled human behaviour for Scene Understanding: perception, multi-sensor fusion, spatio-temporal reasoning 
and activity recognition. He is a co-fonder of Keeneo, Ekinnox and Neosensys, three companies in intelligent video 
monitoring and business intelligence. He also co-founded the CoBTek team from Nice University in January 2012 with Prof. 
Robert from Nice Hospital on the study of behavioural disorders for older adults suffering from dementia. He is author or 
co-author of more than 200 scientific papers published in international journals or conferences in video understanding.  

Title of Talk: ‘Activity recognition for People Monitoring’ 

Abstract:  
Since the population of the older persons grows highly, the improvement of the quality of life of older persons at home is of a great importance. This can be 
achieved through the development of technologies for monitoring their activities at home. In this context, using video understanding, we propose several 
activity monitoring approaches which aim at analysing older person behaviours to recognize critical activities at home, to stimulate their functions and to 
improve their quality of life.  

 

Prof. Jüergen Gall, University of Bonn, Germany 

Prof. Dr. Juergen Gall is professor and head of the Computer Vision Group at the University of Bonn since June 2013. After 
his Ph.D. in computer science from the Saarland University and the Max Planck Institut für Informatik, he was a postdoctoral 
researcher at the Computer Vision Laboratory, ETH Zurich, from 2009 until 2012 and senior research scientist at the Max 
Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Tübingen from 2012 until 2013. He received a grant for an independent Emmy 
Noether research group from the German Research Foundation (DFG) in 2013 and an ERC Starting Grant in 2016. His work 
was awarded by the German Pattern Recognition Award of the German Association for Pattern Recognition (DAGM) in 2014 
and the Marr Prize Honorable Mention at ICCV 2017. Since 2017 he is spokesperson of the DFG funded research unit 
“Anticipating Human Behavior“.   

Title of Talk: ‘Analyzing & Anticipating Human Behavior in Video Sequences’  

Abstract:  
Analyzing the behavior of humans in continuous video recordings is still a very difficult task. In the fully supervised setting, temporal models like RNNs are 
trained on videos that are annotated at a frame-level. Acquiring such annotations, however, is very time consuming and strong temporal models require 
large amounts of annotated training data. Weaker forms of supervision like transcripts are therefore investigated to learn temporal models. In this talk, I 
will describe some of our recent works on weakly supervised learning of actions. If time permits, I will give an overview of the research activities that are 
conducted within the DFG research unit “Anticipating Human Behavior” at the University of Bonn. 

Computer Vision Intelligence & Surveillance  
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Prof. Marcello Pelillo, Università Ca' Foscari Venezia, Italy 

Marcello Pelillo is a Professor of Computer Science at the University of Venice, Italy, where he directs the European Centre 
for Living Technology and leads the Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition group, which he established in 1995. He held 
visiting positions in various research institutions including Yale University (USA), McGill University (Canada), the University of 
Vienna (Austria), York University (UK), the National ICT Australia (NICTA) (Australia), and Wuhan University (China). He serves 
(or has served) on the editorial boards of IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, IET Computer 
Vision, Pattern Recognition, Brain Informatics, and is on the advisory board of the International Journal of Machine Learning 
and Cybernetics. He has initiated several conferences series as Program Chair (EMMCVPR, IWCV, SIMBAD) and has served as 
a General Chair for ICCV 2017. Prof. Pelillo has been elected a Fellow of the IEEE and a Fellow of the IAPR and has been 
appointed IEEE Distinguished Lecturer (2016-2017 term). 

Title of Talk: ‘Graph-based Methods in Computer Vision: Recent Advances’ 

Abstract: 

Describe some recent developments in graph-theoretic methods which allow us to address within a unified and principled framework a number of classical 

computer vision problems. These include interactive image segmentation and co-segmentation, geo-localization, image retrieval, multi-target and multi-

camera tracking, and person re-identification. 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Bernhard Rinner, Klagenfurt University Austria 

Bernhard Rinner is professor at the Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt, Austria where he is heading the Pervasive 
Computing group. He is deputy head of the Institute of Networked and Embedded Systems and served as vice dean of the 
Faculty of Technical Sciences from 2008-2011. Before joining Klagenfurt he was with Graz University of Technology and 
held research positions at the Department of Computer Sciences at the University of Texas at Austin in 1995 and 1998/99.  
His current research interests include embedded computing, sensor networks and pervasive computing.  Bernhard has 
been co-founder and general chair of the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Distributed Smart Cameras and has 
served as chief editor of a special issue on this topic in The Proceedings of the IEEE.  Currently, he is Associate Editor for 
Ad Hoc Networks Journal and EURASIP Journal on Embedded Systems. Together with partners from four European 
universities, he has jointly initiated the Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate Program on Interactive and Cognitive 
Environments (ICE). He is member of IEEE and IFIP and member of the board of the Austrian Science Fund. 

Title of Talk: ‘Secure & Privacy-Aware Cameras’ 

Abstract: 

Installed on public places, integrated in cellphones or deployed in the Internet of Things – cameras have become ubiquitous, and they capture highly sensitive 

information about our everyday life. The ever growing number of cameras and the impressive progress in video analytics raise important questions 

concerning security and privacy. 

In this talk I will introduce security and privacy challenges of cameras and will then focus on our approach towards secure and privacy-aware cameras. The 
key idea is to protect the sensitive data by onboard adaptive privacy filtering and hardware-assisted data security. Adaptive privacy filtering modifies the 
strength of image deterioration based on the captured scene. Hardware-assisted security is achieved by exploiting inherent hardware properties of the SOC 
platform in form of physical unclonable functions. I will conclude with an overview of our prototypes developed over the last decade 
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Prof. Vittorio Murino, Istituto Italiano Di Tecnologia, Genova, Italy 

Vittorio Murino is full professor at the University of Verona, Italy, and director of the PAVIS (Pattern Analysis and Computer 
Vision) department at the IIT. He took the Laurea degree in Electronic Engineering in 1989 and the Ph.D. in Electronic 
Engineering and Computer Science in 1993 at the University of Genova, Italy. His main research interests include computer 
vision, pattern recognition and machine learning, more specifically, statistical and probabilistic techniques for image and video 
processing, with applications on (human) behavior analysis and related applications such as video surveillance, biomedical 
imaging, and bioinformatics. 

Title of Talk: ‘Audio-Visual Surveillance: a novel sensor system for augmented perception’ 

Abstract: 

We present DualCam, a hybrid audio-visual sensor aiming to overcome the limitations of current security and surveillance systems by combining the data 

acquired by a standard video camera with an acoustic image provided by a planar array of 128 microphones whose geometrical configuration is estimated 

in order to optimize the beam pattern directivity and frequency range of interest. Specifically, this device, completely designed and built in-house, is able to 

provide spatially localized acoustic data superimposed with the corresponding optical image. In practice, its output is an acoustic image where each pixel 

represents the imprint of the sound coming from the corresponding pixel location in the optical image.  

By exploiting spatialized visual and audio information coupled together, we aim at providing an augmented data stream, likely resulting in a better 
description of the scene content when it is processed by suitable multimodal computer vision and machine learning models. This sensor can be exploited 
for a range of (surveillance) applications, such as tracking sounding targets (e.g., cars or motorbikes, drones), sound classification (e.g., gun shots, glass 
breaking, shouts), detection of abnormal acoustic events, and eavesdropping from distance. We are currently investigating methods for holistic 
multimodal scene understanding. 
 

Prof. Yusuf Leblebici, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland 

Yusuf Leblebici received the B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees in electrical engineering from Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, 
Turkey, in 1984 and 1986, respectively, and the Ph.D. degree in electrical and computer engineering from the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), in 1990. Since 2002, he is a Chair Professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
in Lausanne (EPFL), and director of Microelectronic Systems Laboratory. His research interests include design of high-speed 
CMOS digital and mixed-signal integrated circuits, computer-aided design of VLSI systems, intelligent sensor interfaces, 
modeling and simulation of semiconductor devices, and VLSI reliability analysis. He is the coauthor of six textbooks, as well 
as more than 300 articles published in various journals and conferences. He is a Fellow of IEEE since 2010, and he has been 
elected as Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society for 2010-2011. 

Title of Talk: ‘Design and Implementation of Real-Time Multi-sensor Vision Systems for Surveillance’ 

Abstract: 

Implementation of high performance multi-camera / multi-sensor imaging systems that are required to produce real-time video output pose a large number 

of unique challenges to conventional digital design based on general-purpose processors or GPUs. In potential application areas ranging from machine 

vision, surveillance, automotive (such as AI assistance for autonomous driving vehicles), and virtual reality, the need for real-time operation with very limited 

latency dictates customized architectures that are not readily implementable using conventional approaches. In this talk, we will discuss the algorithms that 

are utilized in such multi-sensor platforms, the specialized architectures that allow streaming video processing, and system-level integration issues that are 

specific to real-time decision making. Problems such as light-field reconstruction, multi-band blending, pixel-level interpolation, and rectification are 

presented, with detailed circuit and system level examples. 

 

Dr. Piet De Moor, Interuniversity Micro-Electronics Center (IMEC), Lueven, Belgium 

Piet De Moor received his PhD in Physics from University of Leuven in 1995. After joining imec in 1998 he consecutively 
lead different sections and  groups in the areas of  MEMS packaging,  3D Integration and Pixel Design and Test.  The last 
years he was Program Manager Imagers.    He has been technically coordinating several bilateral, EC, ESA, and nationally 
funded projects on advanced imaging systems.  Recently he is appointed Senior Business Development Manager Imagers. 
Research interests are Image sensors, semiconductor process technology, circuit design. 

Title of Talk: ‘New image sensor technologies for enhanced vision systems’ 

Abstract: 

As high quality image sensors are ubiquitous today, one may think there is no point in conducting further research and 

development of new image sensors.  In this presentation I will give an overview of the new and enhanced image sensor technologies (3D stacking, ultra-fast, 

time gated, lens-less, spectrally and infrared sensitive, ...) imec is developing.  They are expected to enable totally new vision systems in the near future in 

consumer, industrial inspection and surveillance applications. 

 



Dr. Heikki Saari, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 

Heikki Saari received his PhD in Technical Physics from Aalto University 1996. He has led several space, drone, industrial and 
medical hyperspectral imager development projects. These include the OMI CCD Detector Modules for EOS AURA, GOMOS 
on ENVISAT and ESA MOEMS and CubeSat activities. He led the project for skin cancer hyperspectral imager being 
commercialized by Revenio. He is the author or coauthor of more than 100 publications and 10 patents on optical sensing. 
His interests include miniaturized hyperspectral imagers, MOEMS FPI tunable filters and their remote sensing, industrial, 
medical and agriculture applications. Recently he has worked on highly miniaturized hyperspectral imaging technology based 
on VTT novel metallic mirror FPI tunable filters. Research Interests include MOEMS Fabry-Perot Interferometer tunable filter 
technology, miniaturized hyperspectral imaging technologies and applications in medical imaging, agriculture and Cubesat 
remote sensing. 

Title of Talk: “VTT’s current state-of-the-art on miniaturized, low cost hyperspectral imaging - How could this technology be used on surveillance?” 

Abstract: 

Small, tunable MEMS Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPIs) have recently been demonstrated to enable hyperspectral imaging in mobile devices using Bragg 

reflector mirror technologies and a novel MEMS FPI structure based on Ag thin film mirrors (AgMFPI), which allows tuning the entire visible - very near 

infrared (VNIR) wavelength range (for example 450 - 900 nm)  with one single component.  In this presentation the state-of-the-art of this technology at 

VTT is reviewed and examples of its applications are explained.  The ideas how this new low cost hyperspectral imaging could be used on surveillance are 

also presented. 

 

 


